
With no obvious narratives, and few clues to the artist’s intent, 
Extemporaneous presents itself as a visual mystery. Akin to movie stills, 
the gritty images speak of something outside of our reach; something 
‘other’. The viewer becomes an undercover agent - let in on the action 
while remaining, like the artist, on the outside. The myriad of possible ways 
to interpret the work is predicated on our feelings about the cityscape 
- coloured by our hopes, fears, loves, and regrets. Amidst the grime and 
loneliness endemic in stark built environments, some kind of dark fairy 
tale has been constructed.

Harry Freeman works spontaneously: A roll of film, or several, is shot 
on the run with post-production in mind. Still very much enamoured by the 
play of light on real film, the artist pushes the captured image further by 
digitally adjusting the tonal levels of his scanned negatives creating a 
more personal and poetic vision. The camera of choice is the Hasselblad 
500C, a sixties-era medium format shooter. The switch between analogue 
and digital allows for chance events such as dust or scratches on the 
film surface to enter into the dialogue. 

The artist uses light and colour sparingly, seeking his meanings in the 
shadowy edges and corners where unease foments. Strange, familiar 
scenes, not quite from a place we know, defy easy interpretations. Here 
is a world preserved in a state of flux, compressed within the instant a 
camera lens flips its shutter and seals the moment. Here is the city with its 
powerful invented space, brimming with possibilities and dangers. Harry 
Freeman’s work suggests a world teetering on the edge of darkness, or 
the precipice of dawn.
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